Vepr AK 47 Rifle MD2

Vepr AK 47 Rifle MD2 - SALE

Vepr AK 47 Rifle MD2 Russian High Quality Heavy Duty rifle , Please click on the image for more details.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Ask a question about this product
Manufacturer: Russian Vepr Rifles
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Vepr AK 47 Rifle MD2

Description
New Vepr Made in Russia Hunting /target rifle in traditional caliber of 7.62X39mm. With 50% more HEAVY DUTY receiver that also has double
reinforcement and crowned with extra heavy duty Target like barrel ! A true comparison is with the Russian tiger Draganov.Having made a
reputation for accuracy,This heavy duty Barrel not found on most other rifles has Chrome lined chamber and Bore. This Vepr system along with
excellent quality of all parts, to many to list here, has earned a legendary reputation for total dependability from the jungles to Siberia ! Vepr
Comes with 1 US 30 round magazine, cleaning rod , cleaning . This barrel length is 16.5'' inches. Has scope rail on left side of receiver for
mounting telescopic scopes or holographic sights on a picatiney rails. The rifle will take most in spec hi cap AK mags & drums.
Veprs are built for extreme demands above and beyond all others with extra heavy duty receiver, extra heavy duty reinforcment each side and
an extra heavy hammer forged chrome lined target like barrel. The combination of years of proven design with attention to detail has produced
legendary dependability and legendary accuracy from the jungles to Siberia!
Bolt of the Vepr models in 7.62x39 caliber are fitted with two locking lugs.
Enhanced against weather and mechanical wear the cartridge chamber, barrel bore, gas cylinder, and bolt- support rod are chrome lined.
A vepr goes through a thorough inspection process at every part, every step of building and must pass the final thorough examination by a
quality control committee before any vepr ever leaves the arsenal.
1. Why the Vepr is better than the average AK
2. Hammer-Forged, Chrome-Lined, Heavy Barrel. Most durable AK Barrels Made.
Hammer Forging is a process whereby the lands and grooves of the barrel are formed by hammering the barrel material against a
mandrel. This process not only creates sharp and well defined lands and grooves but also leaves an excellent surface finish on said
surfaces. An additional benefit is that the barrel material becomes work hardened. The chrome plating helps prevent against wear and
corrosion. We don't believe you can buy a better barrel on any rifle.
Rifles based on Kalashnikov's operating system have not been known for their exceptional accuracy. The renowned AK47 rifle was
designed to function flawlessly in all environments and temperatures. In other words, functionability was more important than accuracy.
However, because the VEPR has a stiffer receiver than the AK47, better accuracy can be expected.
3. Most Accurate. Consistently better groups than other AKs.
4. True RPK Receiver. Stiffer and longer wearing than any other AK receiver. Made for Soviet Squad Automatic Weapon.
5. The VEPR costs more for a reason - It is simply the finest Kalashnikov based rifle available in the U.S. market
6. Will work with most In Spec Hi Capacity AK 47 Mags & drums .

California Customers :: We will be glad to ship this item to CA the rifle will have mag lock installed and a 10 round AK mag for CA compliance.
Please discuss the purchase with your transfer dealer before ordering . Please add the rifle to your cart and then go to the California Legal
section and add the AK47/74 Bullet Button option to your cart this is also listed at the bottom of this page.
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